
THE INFLUENCE OF THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD IN MUSIC

The key composers from the early Renaissance era also wrote in a Dunstaple's influence on the continent's musical.

Early 16th-century Franco-Fleming composers moved away from the complex systems of canonic and other
mensural play of Ockeghem's generation, tending toward points of imitation and duet or trio sections within an
overall texture that grew to five and six voices. This led immediately to music publishing, and, as the works of
the masters began to circulate and to be studied and used, to music selling. Often using the same texts as those
of the Roman liturgy but in a German version, many composers in Northern Germany tried to meet the
demands of the Renaissance Church music combining contrapuntal learning with popular types. Luther was
one of the forerunners of Protestantism which eventually led to the founding of the Lutheran Church. The term
"mannerism" derives from art history. This development of white mensural notation may be a result of the
increased use of paper rather than vellum , as the weaker paper was less able to withstand the scratching
required to fill in solid noteheads; notation of previous times, written on vellum, had been black. The Roman
School was a group of composers of predominantly church music, in Rome , spanning the late Renaissance
into early Baroque eras. During this period Renaissance polyphony reached its height. The rich interchange of
ideas in Europe, as well as political, economic, and religious events in the period â€” led to major changes in
styles of composing, methods of disseminating music, new musical genres, and the development of musical
instruments. Consensus among music historiansâ€”with notable dissentâ€”has been to start the era around ,
with the end of the medieval era, and to close it around , with the beginning of the baroque period, therefore
commencing the musical Renaissance about a hundred years after the beginning of the Renaissance as
understood in other disciplines. This was possible because of a greatly increased vocal range in musicâ€”in the
Middle Ages, the narrow range made necessary frequent crossing of parts, thus requiring a greater contrast
between them. About half of his extant secular music is found in the Oxford Bodleian Library. Accidentals
were not always specified, somewhat as in certain fingering notations tablatures today. He composed a mass,
Missa prolationum , in which all the parts are derived canonically from one musical line. These melodies were
later called chorales. The brief but intense flowering of the musical madrigal in England, mostly from to ,
along with the composers who produced them, is known as the English Madrigal School. In secular music,
especially in the madrigal, there was a trend towards complexity and even extreme chromaticism as
exemplified in madrigals of Luzzaschi , Marenzio , and Gesualdo. Its functionality can be compared to that of
a mechanical violin, in that its bow wheel is turned by a crank. The madrigal was the secular counterpart of the
motet, the partsong the companion of the chorale. By far the most famous composer of the Roman School is
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, whose name has been associated for four hundred years with smooth, clear,
polyphonic perfection. It had served two principal roles: as a pleasant private entertainment for small groups
of skilled amateur musicians or as a small part of a large ceremonial public performance. Common
instrumental genres were the toccata, prelude, ricercar, and canzona. Purely instrumental music included
consort music for recorders or viols and other instruments, and dances for various ensembles. Of the works
attributed to him only about fifty survive, among which are two complete masses, three connected mass
sections, fourteen individual mass sections, twelve complete isorhythmic motets and seven settings of Marian
antiphons , such as Alma redemptoris Mater and Salve Regina, Mater misericordiae. Provided by: Wikipeida.
The situation can be considered this way: it is the same as the rule by which in modern music a quarter-note
may equal either two eighth-notes or three, which would be written as a "triplet. Notes with black noteheads
such as quarter notes occurred less often. Despite often being excellent creations, their influence was much
more restricted. Cantus Firmus Cantus firmus, which meant "firm chant," was commonly used in the Middle
Ages and was strongly based on the Gregorian chant. It is through contemporary tablatures for various plucked
instruments that we have gained much information about which accidentals were performed by the original
practitioners. Works of Art 12 Essay Music was an essential part of civic, religious, and courtly life in the
Renaissance. The main characteristics of Renaissance music are the following: Music based on modes Richer
texture in four or more parts Blending rather than contrasting strands in the musical texture Harmony with a
greater concern with the flow and progression of chords Polyphony is one of the notable changes that mark the
Renaissance from the Middle Ages musically.


